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SYSTEMAND METHOD OF WIRELESS
DOWNLOADS OF MAP AND GEOGRAPHIC
BASED DATA TO PORTABLE COMPUTING
DEVICES
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims the benefit of, and incor
porates by reference in their entirety, U.S. Provisional Appli
cation No. 60/607,895, filed Sep. 7, 2004 and U.S. Provi
sional Application No. 60/627,393, filed Nov. 12, 2004.
0002 This application is also related to U.S. patent
application Ser. No.
(Attorney Docket No.

TRRA.004A1) filed on even date; U.S. patent application
Ser. No.
(Attorney Docket No. TRRA.004A3) filed
on even date; U.S. patent application Ser. No.

(Attorney Docket No. TRRA.004A4) filed on even date; and
U.S. patent application Ser. No.
(Attorney Docket
No. TRRA.004A5) filed on even date, each of which is

incorporated by reference its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0003) 1. Field of the Invention
0004. The invention relates to management of map data
and geographically related content on an electronic device.
In addition, the invention relates to Sending and receiving
map data from and to a mobile electronic device.
0005 2. Description of the Related Technology
0006 A variety of electronic devices, such as mobile
computers, mobile wireleSS telephones, global positioning
system (GPS) units, personal digital assistants (PDAs), or
automobile navigation Systems, may provide map display
and Storage capabilities. In addition, Some electronic devices
also include Software for Storing address books, email,
Internet browsing, or other applications that generate or
organize map data and geographically related content. The
term “geographically related content may refer to any
information, e.g., related to a perSon, place, or object, that
has associated geographic references. A "geographic refer
ence' may include a Street address, city, Zipcode, postal
code, municipality, region, county, State, province, country,
coordinate, latitude, longitude, pseudo-coordinate or geo
graphic index number.
0007. However, a need exists for improved systems and
methods of integrating between the map and geographically
related content display and Storage capabilities of these
devices and other Software on the devices. Moreover, a need

exists for improved Systems and methods of communicating,
or downloading, map data and geographically related con
tent to and from Such devices.
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN INVENTIVE
ASPECTS

0008. The system, method, and devices of the invention
each have Several aspects, no single one of which is Solely
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the
Scope of this invention, Some of its more prominent features
will now be discussed briefly. After considering this discus
Sion, and particularly after reading the Section entitled
“Detailed Description of Certain Inventive Embodiments'
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one will understand how the features of this invention

provide advantages that include Sharing of geographically
related data.

0009. One embodiment is a method of processing geo
graphically referenced content comprising geographical
coordinate data in a portable computing device. The method
includes receiving, from a first Source, geographically ref
erenced content comprising geographic coordinate data. The
method further includes receiving a geographic map from a
Second Source. The method further includes Storing the
received geographically referenced content in a first portion
the data Storage. The method further includes Storing the
geographical map in a Second portion of the data Storage.
The method further includes retrieving the geographical map
from the Second portion of the data Storage based at least in
part on a geographical index of the geographical map. The
method further includes retrieving geographically refer
enced content from the first portion of the data Storage based
at least in part on a geographical index of the geographically
referenced content. The method further includes displaying
the geographical map on a Visual display. The method
further includes displaying an icon on the displayed geo
graphical map. The location of the icon on the geographical
map corresponds to the geographical coordinate data of the
retrieved geographically referenced content.
0010 Another embodiment includes a system for pro
cessing geographically referenced content. The System
includes means for receiving, from a first Source, geographi
cally referenced content comprising geographic coordinate
data. The System further includes means for receiving a
geographic map from a Second Source. The System further
includes means for Storing the received geographically ref
erenced content. The System further includes means Storing
the geographical map. The System further includes means
for retrieving the geographical map from the Second portion
of the Storing means based at least in part on a geographical
index of the geographical map. The System further includes
means for retrieving geographically referenced content from
the Storing means based at least in part on a geographical
index of the geographically referenced content. The System
further includes means for displaying the geographical map
and displaying an icon on the displayed geographical map.
The location of the icon on the geographical map corre
sponds to the geographical coordinate data of the retrieved
geographically referenced content.
0011) Another embodiment includes a system for pro
cessing geographically referenced content. The System
includes at least one transceiver configured to receive, from
a first Source, geographically referenced content comprising
geographic coordinate data and receive a geographic map
from a Second Source. The System further includes at least
one Storage configured to Store the received geographically
referenced content and Store the geographical map. The
System further includes a processor configured to retrieve
the geographical map from the Second portion of the Storage
based at least in part on a geographical index of the
geographical map, and retrieve geographically referenced
content from the Storage based at least in part on a geo
graphical index of the geographically referenced content.
The System further includes a display configured to display
the geographical map and to display an icon on the displayed
geographical map. The location of the icon on the geo
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graphical map corresponds to the geographical coordinate
data of the retrieved geographically referenced content.
0012 Another embodiment includes a method of sharing
geographically referenced content. The method includes
receiving geographically referenced content from a first
mobile electronic device for a Second mobile electronic
device. Each of the first and second mobile electronic

devices comprises a wireleSS communications transceiver.
The method further includes Sending data identifying the
received geographically referenced content to the Second
mobile electronic device. The method further includes pro
cessing a request from the Second mobile electronic device
for the received geographically referenced content. The
method further includes Sending the received geographically
referenced content to the Second mobile electronic device in

response to the request from the Second mobile electronic
device.

0013 Another embodiment includes a network for trans
mitting data. The network includes a first communications
link configured to communicate geographically referenced
content between a first and Second wireleSS device. The
network further includes a Second communications link

configured to communicate the geographically referenced
content between the Second wireleSS device and a third

wireleSS device. The geographically referenced content
comprises geographic coordinate data of a location which is
adapted to be selectively displayed as an icon on a map.

0.014. Another embodiment includes a method of sharing
geographically referenced content. The method includes
receiving a request for geographically referenced content
from a first mobile electronic device on a Second mobile

device. The method further includes determining whether
the first mobile device is authorized to receive the geo
graphically referenced content. The method further includes
Sending the requested geographically referenced content to
the first mobile electronic device in response to the request.
0.015. Another embodiment includes a system for sharing
geographically referenced content. The System includes
means for communicating with a Second mobile electronic
device, means for processing comprising means for receiv
ing a request for geographically referenced content from the
Second mobile electronic device, means for determining
whether the first mobile electronic device is authorized to

receive the geographically referenced content, and means
for communicating the received geographically referenced
content to the first mobile electronic device in response to
the request.
0016. Another embodiment includes a method of caching
map data. The method includes Storing a plurality of map
Segments in a cache. The method further includes associat
ing each of the map Segments with a rank. The method
further includes updating the rank of at least one of the map
Segments when the at least one map Segment is accessed.
The method further includes Selecting at least one map
Segment from the cache to be removed based at least in part
on the rank of the at least one Selected map Segment. The
method further includes removing the at least one Selected
map Segment from the cache.
0.017. Another embodiment includes system for display
ing map data. The System includes means for identifying
each of a plurality of geographically referenced contents
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with an index that is determined based at least in part on
geographic coordinates of the respective geographically
referenced content, means for displaying a representation of
a map comprising a plurality of map Segments at a Selected
Zoom level on a display, means for comparing the index of
each of the geographically referenced contents to respective
indices associated with each of the plurality of map Seg
ments, means for Selecting at least one of the geographically
referenced contents based at least in part on results of the
comparing, and means for displaying the at least one of the
geographically referenced contents on the display.
0018. Another embodiment includes a method of storing
map Segments. The method includes Storing at least one first
map Segment representing a geographic area at a first Zoom
level in a storage. The method further includes Storing at
least one map Segment representing a portion of the geo
graphic area at a Second Zoom level in the Storage. The
method further includes displaying the first Segment on a
display. The method further includes visually representing
the portion of the geographic area represented by the at least
one Stored map Segment on the display. The at least one
Stored map Segment is visually represented differently on the
display from portions of the geographic area that correspond
to map Segments at the Second Zoom level that are absent
from the Storage.
0019. Another embodiment includes a device for storing
and displaying map data. The device includes a Storage
configured to Store at least one first map Segment represent
ing a geographic area at a first Zoom level and configured to
Store at least one map Segment representing a portion of the
geographic area at a Second Zoom level. The device further
includes a display configured to display at least the at least
one first Segment and to visually represent the portion of the
geographic area represented by the at least one Stored map
Segment, wherein the at least one Stored map Segment is
Visually represented differently on the display from portions
of the geographic area that correspond to map Segments at
the Second Zoom level that are absent from the Storage. The
device further includes a processor configured to control
display of the map Segments.
0020. Another embodiment includes a method of access
ing map data. The method includes receiving a Selection of
map data from a user interface. The method further includes
Storing data indicative of the Selected map data in associa
tion with data indicative of how to display the map data. The
data indicative of the map data comprises at least one of a
Zoom level, a map center location, and at least one map layer
to display.
0021 Another embodiment includes a method of access
ing preferred map locations. The method includes displaying
a list of geographic regions. The method further includes
displaying a list of types of geographically referenced con
tent. The method further includes receiving geographically
reference content in one of the geographic regions corre
sponding to at least one of the types of geographically
referenced content. The method further includes storing the
geographically referenced content and the type of geo
graphically referenced content in association with the one of
the geographic regions. The method further includes dis
playing a list of geographically referenced contents in the
one of the geographic regions. The Stored geographically
referenced content is displayed differently than others of the
geographically referenced contents.
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0022. Another embodiment includes a method of display
ing indicators associated with locations on a map comprising
a plurality of map Segments. The method includes ordering
a plurality of locations based on respective ranks of the
locations. The method further includes Selecting a predeter
mined number of the locations for display within each of the
plurality of map Segments based on the order of the ranked
locations. The method further includes displaying indicators
of the selected locations. The predetermined number of
locations is based at least in part on the Zoom level of the
map Segments.

0023. Another embodiment includes a system for provid
ing directions on an electronic device. The System includes
a display configured to display a map. The display is further
configured to display a menu comprising a plurality of
geographically referenced contents. The System further
includes a input device configured to receive activation of a
user interface control associated with at least one of the

geographically referenced contents. The System further
includes a locating determination device configured to deter
mine a location of the System. The System further includes
a processor configured to displaying directions on the dis
play between the location of the System and the at least one
of the geographically referenced contents associated with
the activated control.

0024. Another embodiment includes a system for creat
ing geographically referenced content. The System includes
means for receiving a Selection of displayed text comprising
an address, means for identifying geographic coordinates
asSociated with the address, means for generating geo
graphically referenced contents associating the address with
the geographic coordinates, and means for Storing the geo
graphically referenced contents.
0.025. Another embodiment includes system for identify
ing a portion of a map on a display. The System includes
means for associating each of a plurality of regions of the
map with a different color, means for displaying each of the
regions on the display in the associated color, means for
receiving a user Selection of a pixel of the display, means for
determining the color of the pixel, and means for identifying
a Selected region of the map by identifying the color of the
pixel with the color associated with the Selected region.
0026. Another embodiment includes a method of pre
loading map data. The method includes Storing map data on
an electronic device. The method further includes determin

ing the location of the electronic device. The method further
includes predicting a direction of travel of the electronic
device. The method further includes identifying map data
along the direction of travel that is absent from the stored
map data. The method further includes receiving the iden
tified map data along the predicted direction of travel. The
method further includes Storing the identified map data.
0027. Another embodiment includes a system for pre
loading map data. The System includes a Storage configured
to Store map data on an electronic device. The System further
includes a device configured to determine the location of the
electronic device. The System further includes a transceiver
configured to receive map data. The System further includes
a processor configured to identify a route of travel of the
electronic device, identify map data along the route of travel
that is absent from the Stored map data, and download the
identified map data along the route of travel via the trans
ceiver.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0028 FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting one embodi
ment of a networked electronic device.

0029 FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting software
modules of one embodiment of a System for managing map
data and geographically related content on an electronic
device, Such as the embodiment of an electronic device

depicted in FIG. 1.
0030 FIG. 3 is a schema diagram illustrating data for
mats of one embodiment of a System for managing map data
and geographically related content Such as the System
depicted in FIG. 2.
0031 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating a pushpin between applica
tions on the electronic device.

0032 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data directly
between electronic devices.

0033 FIGS. 6A-6C are display screen images from the
Source device 100 illustrating exemplary views associated
with entering pushpin data and Sending the pushpin data to
a destination device as illustrated by FIG. 5.
0034 FIG. 6D is a display screen image from the des
tination device illustrating exemplary views associated with
receiving the pushpin data on the destination device as also
illustrated by FIG. 5.
0035 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data from an origi
nating device to an intermediate Server.
0036 FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data between elec
tronic devices via the intermediate Server.

0037 FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of requesting pushpin data from another elec
tronic device.

0038 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of requesting a pushpin from an intermediate
SCWC.

0039 FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of requesting pushpin data from another elec
tronic device via an intermediate Server.

0040 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating a set of
exemplary pushpin commands.
0041 FIG. 13 is a flowchart further illustrating one
embodiment of a method of intelligently caching map Seg
mentS.

0042 FIG. 14A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of determining pushpin index numbers.
0043 FIG. 14B is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of displaying pushpins based on the
pushpin index.
0044 FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of downloading pushpin data based on the
pushpin index.
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004.5 FIG. 16 is a screen shot illustrating exemplary
views associated with one embodiment of the method of

maintaining a cache of map Segments.
0.046 FIG. 17a is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of method of indicating the cache Status of map
Segment data.
0047 FIG. 17B is a flowchart illustrating another
embodiment of a method of maintaining a cache of map data
segments similar to the embodiment depicted in FIG. 17A.
0048 FIG. 17C is a flowchart illustrating a method of
providing a user interface for a user manually maintain a
cache of map data.
0049 FIGS. 18A-D are flowcharts that illustrate embodi
ments of methods of manipulating favorites.
0050 FIG. 19A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method for creating a list of preferred locations.
0051 FIG. 19B is a screen shot illustrating exemplary
ViewS associated with a graphical user interface for Selecting
a particular region Such as in the embodiment of the method
depicted in FIG. 19A.
0.052 FIG. 19C is a screen shot illustrating exemplary
ViewS associated with a user interface for Selecting a pre
ferred airport in that region.

0053 FIG.20A is flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of encoding data to facilitate the display of
location names based on the number of locations within the

display area.
0054 FIG. 20B is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of displaying location names on a map
based on the number of locations within the display area.
0055 FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment
of a method of providing a user interface for getting driving
directions from the current location.

0056 FIG.22 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method for creating a geocoded pushpin from text
identified as containing an address.
0057 FIG. 23A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of Selecting colors for regions on a map.
0.058 FIG. 23B is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of identifying a Selected region using a
displayed map Such as created using the method of FIG.
23A.

0059 FIG. 24 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
method of pre-caching data in a System Such as illustrated in
FIG. 1.

0060 FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating another exem
plary method of pre-caching data in a System Such as
illustrated in FIG. 1.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN
INVENTIVE EMBODIMENTS

0061 The following detailed description is directed to
certain specific embodiments of the invention. However, the
invention can be embodied in a multitude of different ways
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as defined herein. In this description, reference is made to
the drawings wherein like parts are designated with like
numerals throughout.
0062 FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting one embodi
ment of an electronic device 100. The electronic device 100

may include personal computers, Servers, mobile computers,

mobile telephones, global positioning System (GPS) units,
personal digital assistants (PDAS), or automobile navigation
System, or any other Suitable type of electronic device. In
one embodiment, the electronic device 100 is configured for
use by a mobile user. In one embodiment, the electronic
device 100 is associated with a particular user or a vehicle.
The device includes a data processor or microprocessor 102,
a memory or data Storage 104, an output device 106, and one
or more input devices 108. The microprocessor 102 may be
any conventional general purpose Single- or multi-chip
microprocessor such as a Pentium(R) processor, Pentium II(R)
processor, Pentium III(R) processor, Pentium IV(R) processor,
Pentium(R) Pro processor, a 8051 processor, a MIPS(R) pro
cessor, a Power PC(R) processor, or an ALPHACR processor,
or any other Suitable processor. In addition, the micropro
ceSSor 102 may be any conventional Special purpose micro
processor Such as a digital signal processor or programmable
gate array.

0063 Memory refers to electronic circuitry that allows
information, typically computer data, to be stored and
retrieved. Memory can refer to external devices or remov
able Storage Systems, for example, disk drives, optical
drives, tape drives, or non-volatile memory devices.

Memory can also refer to fast Semiconductor Storage (chips),
for example, Random Access Memory (RAM) or various
forms of Read Only Memory (ROM), that are directly
connected to the processor or removably connected to the
processor. Removably connected memory may include
memory on any Standardized or proprietary device Such as
a memory card, a Secure digital memory card, a memory
Stick, or any other Suitable removable memory device. In
one embodiment, the memory 104 is a hierarchical memory
model that includes, for example, a Secondary cache
memory of faster memory, e.g., SRAM and a main memory,
which may be a slower memory, e.g., DRAM. In one
embodiment, the memory 104 includes solid state persistent
memory Such as FLASH memory or magnetoresistance

RAM (MRAM). In one embodiment, the memory 104

includes a disk drive, e.g., a magnetic, optical, or magneto
optical drive.
0064. The output device 106 may include one or more
Video and audio output devices, Such as a display Screen, a
printer, or a voice Synthesizer. The display Screen may be
any visual display device Such as a liquid crystal display

(LCD), a cathode ray tube (CRT), plasma, OLED (Organic
Light Emitting Diode), or any other Suitable display device.
The output device 106 may include devices such as loud
Speakers for producing Sounds. In one Such embodiment, the
audio output device 106 may include a vibrator device or
other device configured to provide a relatively inaudible
Signal to a user.
0065. The input devices 108 may be a keyboard, roller
ball, pen and Stylus, mouse, multidirectional navigation
button, or voice recognition system. The input device 108
may also be a touch Screen associated with the output device
106. The user may respond to prompts on the display by
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touching the Screen. Textual or graphic information may be
entered by the user through the input device.
0.066 The electronic device 100 may communicate with
other electronic devices through one or more network inter
face devices. The network interface devices may include a
first wireless transceiver 110. In embodiment, the first trans

ceiver includes a relatively long range data communication
interface Such as a mobile telephone transceiver, a wireleSS
data transceiver, a Satellite data transceiver, or another
wireless network interface device. The electronic device 100

may also include a Second wireleSS transceiver 112. In one
embodiment, the Second transceiver includes a shorter range
communications interface including additional radio inter
face protocols such as Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11, or other
wireleSS protocols. In one embodiment, the Second wireleSS
transceiver 112 operates on an unlicensed spectrum band
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external computing device may be desktop, Server, portable,
hand-held, Set-top, embedded, or any other Suitable com
puting device connected to the electronic device 100 by a
network. In particular, the geocoding engine 208 can be
located can on a network connected device or an external

computing device, which reduces the memory Storage
requirements for the electronic device 100.
0070. In one embodiment, the system 200 includes a
mapping application module 202 that is configured to
receive, Store, transmit, and manipulate mapping data and
geographically referenced content. The mapping application
module may communicate with other electronic or comput
ing devices via a network interface module 204. In one
embodiment, the network interface module 204 uses one or
more of the network interface devices 110, 112, 114, 116, to

Such as 2.5 GHz. In one embodiment, the electronic device
100 also includes a wired data interface 114, Such as

communicate with a network 220. The network may include
any type of electronically connected group of computers
including, for instance, the following networks: Internet,

Ethernet, a serial port, a universal Serial bus (USB) port,

Intranet, Local Area Networks (LAN), Wide Area Networks
(WAN) or Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). In

receiver. In one embodiment, the electronic device 100

example, remote modem, Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), Token
Ring (IEEE 802.5), Fiber Distributed Datalink Interface
(FDDI) or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). Note that

Firewire, IEEE1394, a synchronization cradle coupled to a
network or other computing device, or an interface to a GPS
includes an infrared communications link 116 or an optical
frequency data link.
0067. In one embodiment, the electronic device 100
includes a GPS receiver 120 or other device configured to
identify at least approximately the location of the device
100. In another embodiment, the electronic device 100 is
configured to communicate with an external GPS device 120
through one of the network interface devices Such as a Serial
port embodiment of the wired data interface 114 or through
either or both of the wireless data transceivers 110 and 112.

0068. It is to be recognized that embodiments may
include only a portion of the components 104-120. For
example, certain embodiments may only include a single
wireless interface 110 or 112. Another exemplary device 100
may include only a wired interface 114.
0069 FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting software
modules of one embodiment of a system 200 for managing
map data and geographically related data on an electronic
device, Such as the embodiment of a particular electronic
device 100a. The system 200 may include various modules
202-212. As can be appreciated, each of the modules 202
212 comprises various Sub-routines, procedures, definitional
Statements, and macros. In one embodiment, each of the

modules 202-210 is separately compiled and linked into a
Single executable program. In another embodiment, each of
the modules may comprise Separate executable programs on
the electronic device 100. Thus, the following description of
each of the modules 202-212 is used for convenience to

describe the functionality of various embodiments of the
invention. Thus, the processes that are undergone by each of
the modules 210-212 may be arbitrarily redistributed to one
of the other modules, combined together in a single module,
or made available in a shareable dynamic link library. The
functionality and execution of the modules 202-212 may be

managed by an operation System (not shown). Further, each

of the modules 202-212 could be implemented in hardware
or located off the device on a Server. In one embodiment, one

or more of the system modules 200-212 can be located on a
network-connected device, Such as an Internet Server, a

remote computer, or an external computing device. An

addition, the connectivity to the network may be, for

computing devices may be desktop, Server, portable, hand
held, Set-top, embedded or any other desired type of con
figuration. AS used herein, the network includes network
variations Such as the public Internet, a private network
within the Internet, a secure network within the Internet, a
private network, a public network, a value-added network,
an intranet, and the like.

0071. The network may 220 may provide communication
to one or more other electronic devices 230 that also include

the map data and geographically referenced content System
200. The geographical map data geographically related
content may be transmitted by any Suitable data protocol

such as Internet Protocol (PI) including application level

protocols such SMTP, SMS, IM, or HTTP. The network 220
may also provide communication with one or more Servers
240. In one embodiment, the server 240 is a web server. In

other embodiments, the server 240 may respond to any other
Suitable client/server or peer-to peer protocol. In one
embodiment, one or more other electronic devices 100b that

include the system 200 are also in communication with the
network 220.

0072 Embodiments of the system 200 may include a user
interface module 206. In one embodiment, the user interface

206 includes a graphical user interface. The user interface
206 may be output through the display device 106. In one
embodiment, the user interface 206 may produce Sounds or
activate a vibrator device.

0073. The mapping application module 202 may be con
figured to interface with a geocoding engine module 208.
The geocoding engine module 208 is configured to translate
between address data, Such as Street addresses, and geo
graphic coordinate information, Such as latitude and longi
tude. In one embodiment, the geocoding engine module 208
is configured to translate between different geographic cod
ing Systems. For example, in one embodiment, the geocod
ing engine module 208 is configured to translate between
latitude and longitude and another Cartesian coordinate
System. In one embodiment, geographically related content
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includes a geographic index that associates a range of
geographic coordinates with a portion of a map. In one
embodiment, map data is Segmented into data portions that
are each asSociated with a particular geographic index. In
one embodiment, the map data may be segmented differently
at a number of Zoom levels, e.g., in more blocks at more
detailed Zoom levels and fewer blocks at higher Zoom levels.
For example, a metropolitan area may be represented by a

Single map segment at the highest Zoom (least detailed)
level, in 32 blocks at the next highest Zoom level, and in 256

blocks at the lowest (most detailed) level. In one such

embodiment, geographically referenced content having geo
graphic coordinates that fall within a particular Segment of
map data are referenced by the geographic index of that map
Segment. In one embodiment, geographically referenced
content is referenced by geographic indices that identify the
map Segment and a Zoom level of the map Segment. One
embodiment of a geographic indeX is discussed in more
detail with reference to FIG. 14A. More details of one

embodiment of a map coordinate conversion Scheme are
disclosed in the above incorporated U.S. Pat. No. 6,703,947.
0.074. In one embodiment, the mapping application mod
ule 202 is configured to communicate with an application

programming interface (API) module 210. The API module

210 is configured to interface the mapping application
module 202 with other applications or data sources 211 Such
as an email program, an Internet browser, a web server, a
contact manager, or any other Software application or infor
mation stored, received, or input to the device 100.
0075. In one embodiment, the mapping application mod
ule 202 is also configured to communicate with a database
module 212. The database module is configured to Store,
Search, and retrieve Stored data. In one embodiment, the data

is stored in the memory 104. In another embodiment, the
database module 212 accesses the data by communicating
with a remote database over the network 220.

0.076. In one embodiment, the mapping application mod
ule 202 is configured to communicate with one or more map
and geographic based content Servers to download map data
and geographic based content as needed. In one embodi
ment, the mapping application module 202 maintains a local
cache or Store of map data. This data may be Stored by the
database module 212. More details of one embodiment of a

map caching scheme are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,703,
947, which is hereby incorporated by reference.
0.077 FIG. 3 is a schema diagram illustrating data for
mats of one embodiment of the system 200. Data in the
Schema may be Stored in a structured database of records,
text files, binary data files or other suitable file format. In one
embodiment, each Schema element is associated with one or
more tables in a relational database. More details of the
Schema elements are described below with reference to

embodiments of various methods. In one embodiment, geo
graphically referenced content includes one or more push
pins. Generally, geographically related content Such as a
pushpin describes a location or object Such as an asset, a
perSon, a vehicle, an organization Such as a business, a
charity, an education institution, governmental entity that is
referenced to geographical data. In one embodiment, as
illustrated in FIG. 3, a pushpin data element includes
geographic location indicatorS Such as latitude and longi
tude, pseudo-coordinates or geographic location indexes
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along with fields identifying the pushpin, e.g., a name, Street
or postal address and other information about the perSon or
object related to the pushpin location. In one embodiment,
pushpin data may include other contact data Such as hours of
operation, personal information about a contact or informa
tion about vehicles of the contact.

0078 Various other data items may be associated with
pushpins. For example, a displayable layer may be associ
ated with a pushpin. In one embodiment, the mapping
application module 202 can be configured to Selectively
display pushpins that are associated with one or more layers.
An icon image for displaying the geographically related
content Such as a pushpin on a map may also be associated
with each pushpin. In one embodiment, the mapping appli
cation module 202 can be configured to Selectively display
only those pushpins associated with one or more icons
images or data identifying an icon, e.g., an icon indeX. In one
embodiment, the mapping application module 202 can be
configured to Selectively display only those pushpins asso
ciated with one or more icons images identifiers.
0079. In one embodiment, the mapping application mod
ule 202 can be configured to selectively display only those
pushpins associated with the particular data values contained
in one or more of the data fields associated with a pushpin,
Such as pushpin name, pushpin comments, pushpin data
value, pushpin attribute, address, Zip code, municipality,
country, location index number, map Segment index, coor
dinate range, phone number, Internet address, email address,
user identifier, device identifier, etc.

0080 Embodiments include methods of sending push
pins between one or more electronic devices 100. For
example, these methods include Sending a message or
instruction to a device 100 that includes the system 200. This

message or instruction starts the system 200 (if it is not
already running in the background) and then displays cus
tom pushpin(s) at the position(s) requested and fills in all the
asSociated the pushpin data fields. The originating device
100a Sends a message containing the information about the

pushpin(s) and the identity of the destination device to the
web server 240. The web server then sends a short message

System (SMS) or other message or communication to the
device telling it that there is a pushpin (or set of pushpins)
to be received from the web server 240 and gives the

destination device an access code (perhaps consisting of the
web server address, user account and a password). The
destination device 100b then accesses the web server with
the user account and acceSS code and downloads the infor

mation regarding the pushpin(s).
0081. One embodiment is a method of sending multiple
pushpins from an Internet browser So that a user with acceSS
to the Internet can Send one or more pushpins and associated
data to any suitable destination device 100b. In one such
embodiment, the Internet browser Sends the pushpin infor
mation and information identifying the destination device to
the intermediate web server 240. In one embodiment, the

web server 200 then sends a message to the device notifying

the destination device that there is a pushpin (or set of
pushpins) to be received from the web server 240. In one
embodiment, the notification is an SMS message.
0082 It is to be recognized that in other embodiments,
the notification message may be sent using any Suitable
communication protocol, including those discussed herein.
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The notification message may also include an access code.
In one exemplary embodiment, the acceSS code includes the
Web Server address, a user account and a password. The
destination device 100b then accesses the web server with

access code and downloads the information regarding the

pushpin(s). In one embodiment, Software or hardware on the
destination device starts the system 200 if it was not already
running. The system 200 can then display the positions of
the received pushpins.
0.083. One embodiment is a method of sending multiple
pushpins via an intermediate website to other devices. This
enables individual users to Send their location to a central

location register and retrieve the locations of other pushpins
within a certain geographic region or with a specific Set of
search criterion. For example, individual devices 100 may
Send their pushpin locations and associated information to
the intermediate website. Dependent on the location of the
device, the intermediate Server may send back to the device
a set of pushpins within a predetermined geographic area,
which meet the desired criteria. As the devices 100 move

around, they may update their location, for example, with a
frequency based upon the distance moved, including data
Such as the current map Segment index number, the time
between location updates, etc.
0084. Other embodiments include methods of sending
multiple location pushpins via a peer-to-peer architecture.
Individual users may send their locations directly to other
users and retrieve the locations of yet other pushpins within
a certain geographic region, Without going through a central
Server. In one embodiment, users can ask for the location of

another Specific user and get that information from other
users in the network that happen to know where that user is
currently. Thus, Such embodiments do not include a central
database or intermediate Server.

0085 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating a pushpin between applica
tions on the electronic device 100. Beginning at block 410,
a pushpin or other geographic based data associated with
one or more pushpins is entered or activated on the elec
tronic device 100. Next at block 420, the system 200
captures the location or pushpin information via the API
module 210. In one embodiment, another software applica
tion on the electronic device 100 sends a message to the
system 200 to display the pushpins. In one embodiment, the
pushpin message is sent, e.g., as a startup parameter or
instruction, to the system 200. In another embodiment, API
module interfaces with an interproceSS communication

(IPC) mechanism Such as those provided by operating

Systems to receive the pushpin message. Next at decision
block 430, whether the mapping application module 202 is
executing or initialized is detected. If the mapping applica
tion module is not executing, it is started at block 440. Next
at block 450, the pushpin data, which may include one or
more pushpins, is imported into an appropriate displayable
layer by the mapping application module 202. The pushpin
data may associate a layer identifier associated with the each
pushpin. In one embodiment, if no layer identifier is asso
ciated with each pushpin, a layer may be Selected based on
a comparison of predetermined criteria with the existing
pushpin data on the device, or based on a set of pre
determined rules about how to associate pushpin data with
layer identifiers.
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0086 Moving to decision block 460, the pushpin data is
checked for coordinate data. If no data is found, the method

proceeds to block 470. At block 470, the mapping applica
tion module 202 associates coordinate information with the

pushpin using the geocoding engine module 206, which may
be located in the system 200, on the device 100, or on a
remote web server 240. Next at block 480, the pushpin data
is imported into the appropriate displayable layers in the
database module 212. Proceeding to block 490, the pushpins
are displayed using the user interface module 204, e.g., to
the display 106.
0087 Another embodiment includes a method of com
municating data from the mapping application 202 to
another application or data Source 211 Such as an address or
contact manager. In one embodiment, a user Selects a
pushpin, multiple pushpins, or a layer of pushpins and
invokes a user interface, Such as a menu button. In one

embodiment, the mapping application module 202 Sends the
pushpin data to another application or data Source 211, Via
the API module 210. In one embodiment, the user interface

module 206 provides a control such as a menu item that
provides the user with an option to Send one or more
pushpins and their associated data in a Selected map layer to
another application or data Source 211.
0088 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data directly
between electronic devices 100. Beginning at block 510,
pushpin data is entered on a Source electronic device 100.
Next at block 520, the source device communicates that

pushpin data to a destination electronic device 100 via the
network 220. The pushpin data may be communicated using
any type of electronic communication, including Email,
SMS/IM, Internet Message, an HTTP Command or any
other suitable electronic message. Moving to block 530, the
pushpin data is received by the system 200 on the destination
device 100b. Next at block 540, the system 200 either
automatically, or after prompting a user, Sends the data to the
mapping application. The method then proceeds to block
430 of FIG. 4 and the method continues as described above
with reference to FIG. 4.

0089 FIGS. 6A-6C are display screen images from the
Source device 100 illustrating exemplary views associated
with entering pushpin data and Sending the pushpin data to
a destination device as described above with reference to

blocks 510 and 520 of FIG. 5. FIG. 6D is a display screen
image from the destination device 100b illustrating exem
plary views associated with blocks 530 and 540 of receiving
the pushpin data on the destination device.
0090 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data from an origi
nating device to an intermediate Server. In one embodiment,
the originating device includes an Internet browser. In one
embodiment, the intermediate Server may include a web
Server. In other embodiments, the intermediate Server may
be any other electronic device 100 that includes the system
200, or modules of the system 200. Beginning at block 710,
pushpin data is entered on an originating electronic device
100a or on an Internet browser. Next at block 720, the

originating device or Internet browser communicates that
pushpin data to the intermediate server via the network 220.
The pushpin data may be communicated using any Suitable
type of electronic communication, including Email, SMS/
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IM, Internet Message, or an HTTP Command. Moving to
block 730, the pushpin data is received by the intermediate
server. Next at decision block 740, the intermediate server

determines whether the originating device 100a or Internet
browser is authorized to Send data to the intended destina

tion device 100b. If the originating device is not authorized
to Send the message to the destination device, the method
proceeds to block 750. At block 750, the intermediate server
Sends a reject message back to the originating device 100a
or originating Internet browser and stops processing the
message containing the pushpin data. If the originating
device is authorized, the method proceeds to block 760 in
which the pushpin data is Stored on the intermediate Server.
In one embodiment, the pushpin data is checked for the
presence of geographic coordinate data and then integrated
into the appropriate geographic related content database
layer by the mapping application module 202 on the inter
mediate server as described in blocks 460-480 of FIG. 4. If

the pushpin data received on the intermediate Server does
not include the coordinates, then the geocoding engine
module 208 in system 200 determines the coordinates and
adds them to the respective pushpin data.
0091 FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of communicating pushpin data between elec
tronic devices 100 via the intermediate server. Beginning at
block 810, pushpin data is entered on an originating elec
tronic device 100 or an Internet browser. Next at block 820,

the originating device or Internet browser communicates
that pushpin data to the intermediate server via the network
220 indicating that the data is destined for a Second elec
tronic device 100. The pushpin data may be communicated
using any Suitable type of electronic communication, includ
ing Email, SMS/IM, Internet Message, or an HTTP Com
mand. Moving to block 830, the pushpin data is sent to the
intermediate server as described above with reference to

FIG. 7. In one embodiment, the pushpin data is stored in a
file on the intermediate server. In another embodiment, the

pushpin data is Stored in a database.
0092 Next at block 840, the intermediate server sends
the pushpin file acceSS data or pushpin database access data
to the destination device 100b. Moving to block 850, the
system 200 receives the intermediate server access data on
the destination device 100b. Next at block 860, the system
200 either automatically, or after prompting a user, Sends the
intermediate Server acceSS data to the mapping application
module 202. Next at decision block 865, whether the map
ping application module 202 is executing or initialized is
detected. If the mapping application module is not execut
ing, it is started at block 870. Next at block 870, the mapping
application uses the intermediate Server acceSS data to
authorize retrieval of the pushpin data from the intermediate
server. Moving to block 880, the pushpin data is imported
into the appropriate custom layers in the mapping applica
tion module 202 and stored in database module 212. Pro

ceeding to block 890, the pushpins are displayed using the
user interface module 204, e.g., to the display 106.
0093. Other embodiments include methods of an origi
nating device to request pushpins from another destination
device 100b or an Internet server. In certain embodiments,

these methods include the originating device Sending a
message or instruction to the System 200 on the destination
device 100b to request that the destination device running
the System 200 transmit a response message or instruction
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back to another predetermined location, Internet Server or
device 100. The response message or instruction from the
destination device may contain information for custom
pushpins at Some location of interest, e.g. the current device
location, the future device position, past device position,
position of other devices, points of interest, pushpin loca
tions, text message, etc.
0094. The requested pushpin data may be from a number
of Sources: another application running on the destination

device 100b (such as an email or SMS client, address book,

calendar, contact manager, database program, enterprise
application, inventory control, dispatch, asset tracking, par

cel shipping, fleet management, etc.), another device 100
running the System 200, another device running another

application (Such as an email or SMS client, address book,

calendar, contact manager, database program, enterprise
application, inventory control, dispatch, asset tracking, par

cel shipping, fleet management, etc.), direct input to the
device from a command console (e.g. via Serial port, USB
port, etc.), an Internet browser connecting to a website, a
central (location register) website, e.g. as used in ICO, IM

applications, etc., an Internet Serve, e.g. an FTP server, a
map data Server, an address lookup Server, etc.
0095. As with pushpin data sent by embodiments of the
methods described above, the message data Sent either from
the intermediate server to the destination device 100b or

from the originating device 100a may include an Internet

command message (e.g. HTTP, ICO, proprietary Internet
message format, etc.), a text file Stored on a webpage, a text
file stored on an FTP server, an email, an SMS message, or
communication directly with the system 200 running on the
device, after a remote connection has been established.

Pushpin data may include pushpin name(s), e.g. Single or
multiple pushpin(s), Start pushpin, finish pushpin, interme
diate stop (waypoint) pushpins, etc., pushpin comments,
pushpin icons, pushpin addresses, pushpin appointment

times, pushpin location (e.g. coordinates, pseudo-coordi
nates, etc.), pushpin location index number, pushpin phone

number, pushpin Internet address, pushpin email address,
pushpin layer, inter-pushpin driving directions text and route
Segment coordinates or pseudo-coordinates, Source device

ID (e.g. IP address, SMS number, email address, phone
number, pseudo number/identifier, device ID, user name,
vehicle identifier, location identifier, personal identifier,

etc.), destination device ID (e.g. IP address, SMS number,

email address, phone number, pseudo number/identifier,

device ID, user name, personal identifier, etc.), or Source

device message type/format.
0096 FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method 900 of requesting pushpin data from another
electronic device 100. The method 900 begins at a block 910
in which a message is Sent from the originating device to the
destination device requesting pushpin data. The message
may be sent using a protocol Such as email, SMS/IM, or an
Internet message. Next at block 915, the system 200 on the
destination device 100b receives the request. Moving to
block 920, the system 200 either automatically, or after
prompting a user, Sends the pushpin data request to the
mapping application module 202. Next at decision block
925, whether the mapping application module 202 is execut
ing or initialized is detected. If the mapping application
module is not executing, it is started at block 930.
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0097. Proceeding to decision block 935, the mapping
application module 935 determines whether the originating
device is authorized to request the pushpin data from the

originating device 100a is authorized to request the pushpin
from a particular destination device 100b. If the device is not
authorized, the method 1100 proceeds to a block 1116 in

destination device. In one embodiment, the authorization is

which the intermediate server 240 sends a communication

based on comparing the originating device with a list of
devices. In another embodiment, a Suitable cryptographic
key exchange protocol may be used to determine whether
the originating device 100a is authorized. If not, at block
940, a message rejecting the request is returned to the
originating device 100a and the method ends. If the origi
nating device 100a is authorized to make a request, the
pushpin data is Sent in a message from the destination device
100b back to the originating device 100a. Moving to block
950, the message is received by the system 200 of the
originating device 100a. Next at block 955, the system 200
either automatically, or after prompting a user, Sends the
pushpin data to the mapping application. The method then
proceeds to block 430 of FIG. 4 and the method continues
as described above with reference to FIG. 4.

0.098 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of requesting a pushpin from an intermediate
server. The method begins at a block 1010 in which a
message is Sent from the originating device 100a to the
intermediate Server requesting pushpin information. The
pushpin request message may be sent using any protocol
such as email, SMS/IM, or an Internet based message. Next
at block 1020, the system 200 on the intermediate server
receives the request. Proceeding to block 1030, the inter
mediate server determines whether the originating device
100a is authorized to request the pushpin data. In one
embodiment, the authorization is based on comparing the
originating device with a list of authorized devices. In
another embodiment, a Suitable cryptographic key exchange
protocol may be used to determine whether the originating
device 100a is authorized to make a request. If not, at block
1040, a message rejecting the request is returned to the
originating device 100a and the method ends. Next at block
1050, if the originating device 100a is authorized, the
pushpin data is Sent in a message from the intermediate
server back to the originating device 100a. Moving to block
1060, the message is received by the system 200 of the
originating device 100a. Next at block 1070, the system 200
either automatically, or after prompting a user, Sends the data
to the mapping application. The method then proceeds to
block 430 of FIG. 4 and the method continues as described
above with reference to FIG. 4.

0099 FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
method 1100 of requesting pushpin data from another elec
tronic device 100 via an intermediate server. The method

1100 is similar to the method 900 illustrated by FIG. 9
except that an intermediate Server receives the request for
the pushpin data from the originating device 100a and
forwards that request to the destination device 100b and then
the intermediate Server returns any resulting pushpin data
from the destination device back to the originating device
100a.

0100. The method 1100 begins at a block 1110 in which
the System 200 sends a communication Such as an email,
SMS/IM, instant or Internet message from the originating
device 100a to the intermediate server 240 to request
pushpin information. Next at a block 1112, the intermediate
server 240 receives the communication. Moving to block
1114, the intermediate server 240 determines whether the

back to the origination device 100a rejecting the request.
The method 1100 then terminates. If the device is autho

rized, the method 1100 proceeds to a block1120 in which the
intermediate Server 240 sends a communication including
the request to the destination device 100b for the pushpin
information.

0101 Next at a block 1122, the destination device 100b
receives the communication containing the request. Pro
ceeding to a block 1124, the destination device 100b sends
instructions to the mapping application that includes the
pushpin request information. In one embodiment, the System
200 on the device 100b prompts the user to manually instruct
the mapping application module 202 to process the request.
In another embodiment, the system 200 automatically
instructs the mapping application module 202 to process the
request. In one embodiment, the system 200 executes the
mapping application if needed.
0102 Proceeding to block 1132, the mapping application
module 202 determines whether the intermediate server

1132 is authorized to request pushpin data from the desti
nation device 100b. In one embodiment, the determination is
based on a list of authorized servers 240. In another embodi

ment, the determination is based on a comparison of request
data with predetermined criteria established by the user such
as the originating device 100a, a user of the originating
device 100a, or on portions of the requested pushpin data. If
the requestor is not authorized, the method 1100 proceeds to
a block 1134 in which the destination device 100b sends a

communication back to the intermediate Server rejecting the
request. If the requestor is authorized, the method 1100
proceeds to a block 1136 in which the mapping application
module 202 retrieves the requested pushpin information.
0103 Moving to a block 1140, the system 200 commu
nicates the requested information to the intermediate Server
240. Next at a block 1142, the intermediate server 240

communicates the requested pushpin information to the
originating device 100a.
0104 Proceeding to a block 1144, the system 200 of the
originating device 100 receives the pushpin and either

automatically or manually (e.g., by prompting a user via a
user interface) provides the information to the mapping

application module 202. In one embodiment, the system 200
executes the mapping application if needed. Next at a block
1152, the mapping application module 202 receives the
pushpin data and displays it at the appropriate location on a
map.

0105 Embodiments also include methods for performing
pushpin commands. FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating a
Set of exemplary commands. The method begins at block
1210, where the system 200 receives an input, for example,
tapping on a custom pushpin to activate a menu. Next at
block 1220, the system 200 receives a command selection
from the menu. Commands may includes Sending pushpin
data and associated information to another device 100 or

remote location, dialing a predetermined phone number,
Starting an Internet browser at a predetermined URL, Send
ing an email to a predetermined location, Sending an SMS
message to a predetermined address, adding a contact to the
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address book of the device 100, adding an appointment to
the calendar of the device 100, starting another application
on the device 100 and send it a command or instruction, or

downloading to the device 100 a further map, floorplan, or
other content relating to that pushpin, for example.
0106 Another embodiment includes a method of intelli
gently caching map Segments. The method includes intelli
gently downloading and Storing map Segments on the elec
tronic device 100 to ensure that newly requested map
Segments get downloaded and cached and previously down
loaded and cached map Segments get retrieved and instantly
displayed. In addition, map Segments which have not been
Viewed recently get discarded from the map cache first, map
Segments which are rarely viewed get discarded first, and

Segments with low significance (based on last view date and
time and number of views) and lowest Zoom level get

deleted first, such that the memory available to the device
does not tend to get over-filled. Thus, as many map Segments
are Stored as possible on the device and the most relevant
map Segments are deleted last from the map Segment cache.
Further, map processing time or processor power can be
reduced because only the map Segments which are currently
being downloaded or retrieved from cache need to have the
counters indicating their respective map Segment relevancy
updated.
0107 FIG. 13 is a flowchart further illustrating such an
exemplary method 1300 for managing a cache of map data.
The method 1300 begins at a block 1310 when the mapping
application module 202 is installed on the device 100 and a

counter (e.g., labeled “Time Period Since Install) is created.

Next at a block 1315, the counter is updated with the current
number of days, or other measure of the time period since
installation of the system, whenever the system 200 is
started up. Moving to a block 1320, the system 200 is used
to view one or more map Segments.
0108. At a decision block 1325, the cache is checked for
the desired map Segments, for each Segment not in the cache,
the method 1300 proceeds to a block 1335 in which the map
segments are downloaded. Next at a block 1340, each
downloaded map Segment is assigned a number of Activity
Points. In one embodiment, this value is set to be the current

Time Period Since Install plus some “Download Credit,”
for example, 365. If a map Segment was retrieved from
cache at the block 1325, then the method 1300 proceeds to
block 1330 in which the number of “Activity Points'
assigned to that Segment is updated to the current “Time
Period Since Install plus some “Cache Retrieval Credit, for
example, 180. Next at bock 1345, the system 200 updates a
ranked table containing the map Segment identifier and the
corresponding number of Activity Points, sorted by num
ber of “Activity Points. The table may also be sorted by
Zoom level of the map Segments. Next at a decision block
1350, the system 200 determines whether the Cached
Segment Memory exceeds a predefined threshold value

(“Maximum Allowable Cached Segment Memory) or if
overall device memory falls below a threshold. If the thresh
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Points, the system 200 deletes the segments with the lowest
Zoom level first, i.e., those Segments that cover the Smallest
geographic area. If multiple Segments have the same “Activ
ity Points and the same lowest Zoom level then the system

200 deletes the segments with the lowest total (of the 8)

adjacent Segment Activity Points. If multiple Segments still
have equal lowest number of Activity Points, then the map
Segments may be deleted one by one in order, until the
Current Cached Segment Memory is reduced to the pre

defined acceptable (“Nominal Cached Segment Memory).
The method 1300 then terminates.

0109) Another embodiment includes a method of pushpin
indexing. The method includes associating each pushpin
with a geographic index number or a Series of index numbers
or identifiers. In one embodiment, these index numbers are

used to display only pushpins within the currently retrieved
map Segments or currently displayed map area or Some other
predefined geographic region. In one embodiment, the index
numbers are used to Select pushpins within the currently
retrieved map Segments or currently displayed map area or
Some other predefined geographic region for query or down
load. In another embodiment, pushpins are Selected based on
being associated with the predetermined identifier. The use
of the index number in Such embodiments tends to speed the
Selection and processing of the desired pushpin data and
hence Speeds the display of the pushpins of interest. In Some
embodiments, as the map area is updated in cache, the index
numbers are used to automatically download, cache, or
delete the pushpins for the corresponding map Segments in
the custom layers which are loaded in cache. The use of
geographically based indeX numbers enormously speeds
processing and display when Viewing layers with very large
numbers of pushpins, e.g. nationwide Store locations, real
estate databases, yellow pages, etc.
0110. In one embodiment, the pushpin indexes are cal
culated according to the equations in Table 1. In the equa
tions below, the values prefixed with TMB, TMC, and TMD
refer to indexes at three particular Zoom levels in order from
highest to lowest Zoom level. The equations prefixed by TV
are used to convert from Latitude/Longitude coordinates
into a positive integer based coordinate Scheme. More
details of one embodiment of a map coordinate conversion
scheme are disclosed in the above incorporated U.S. Pat. No.
6,703,947.
TABLE 1.

TV Lat Coords = ROUND(180 - (2 * Latitude)) * 64 * 16000),
TV Lat Coords

Latitude = (90 (YE)
2: 64: 16000
TMB Lat = 180 - (2* CEILING(Latitude, 1/2)),
TMC Lat = 8* (180 - (2 * CEILING(Latitude, 1/16))),
TMD. Lat = 64 * (180 - (2 * CEILING(Latitude, 1/128)))
TV Lon Coords = ROUND ((360 + Longitude) * 64 * 32000),
L

itude = TV Lon Coords 360
ongitude=(
64: 32000 )-

olds are not exceeded the method 1300 terminates. If the

thresholds are exceeded, the method 1300 proceeds to a
block 1360 in which the map segments with the lowest
number of “Activity Points gets deleted first, until the
Current Cached Segment Memory is reduced to a pre
defined Nominal Cached Segment Memory threshold. If
multiple Segments have the Same lowest number of Activity

TMB Lon = 360 + CEILING (Longitude, -1),
TMC Lon = 8* (360 + CEILING (Longitude, -178)),
TMD Lon = 64 * (360 +CEILING (Longitude, -1/64))

0111 FIG. 14A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of determining index numbers. Beginning
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at a block 1410, geographically-based pushpin data is down
loaded. Next at block 1420, the pushpin data may be
optionally converted from a Standard Latitude/Longitude
coordinate Scheme to the map application's coordinate
Scheme, Such as by using the equations in Table 1 for
converting between latitude and longitude and TV LonCo
ords and TV Lat Coords. Moving to block 1430, the system
200 assigns geographical index values to each pushpin in the
map data based on equations Such as in Table 1 for calcu
lating indexes in the Zoom levels associated with the iden
tifiers TMB, TMC, and TMD.

0112 FIG. 14B is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of displaying pushpins based on the
pushpin index. Beginning at block 1450, map layers are
selected for display. Next at block 1455, the map location
and associated map Segments are downloaded or retrieved
from cache. Moving to block 1460, the pushpins in selected
layers are queried and pushpins from the result Set are
individually processed in blocks 1465-1475. Next at deci
Sion block 1465, the geographical indexes of each pushpin
are compared to the current map Segment identifier. If one of
the pushpin indexes corresponds to the current map Segment
identifier, the method proceeds to block 1470, in which the
pushpin is displayed. If not, the method moves to block 1475
and the pushpin is not displayed. The method proceeds to
block 1480, where the next pushpin is selected for display
processing. In an alternative embodiment, rather than being
displayed or not displayed in blocks 1470 and 1475, the
pushpins are marked for display or non-display, or associ
ated with a list or other data Structure of displayed or
non-displayed pushpins. In one embodiment, the marked
pushpins can then be Saved to another geographic content
layer, Sent to an intermediate Server 240 or Sent to another
device 100.

0113 FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method 1500 of downloading pushpin databased on the
pushpin Zoom level index. In one embodiment, each pushpin
is identified with one or more Zoom levels by respective
indices. In one embodiment, each pushpin is associated with
a range of Zoom level indices, a lowest level that corre
sponds to the greatest Zoom-in to the map, and a highest
level Zoom indeX that corresponds the greatest Zoom-out of
the map. In one embodiment, a particular pushpin is only
downloaded for display if the Zoom level of the map
corresponds to the Zoom level range of the pushpin. The
method 1500 begins at block 1510 in which the user or
another application Selects the content layers to display on
the map. Next at block 1520, the corresponding map loca
tion is Selected and the corresponding map Segments are
downloaded from a map Server or retrieved from the map
cache or database on the electronic device 100. Next at block
1530, currently displayed map Segments and the Segment
indexes for the lowest level (e.g., highest Zoom-in level)
maps are identified. Moving to block 1540, the system 200
cycles through all the pushpin lowest level indices and
content layers corresponding to the currently displayed map
segments. Next at decision block 1550, each pushpin in
cache is examined in the currently Selected content layers to
determine whether the pushpin has the same lowest Zoom
level indeX as any of the currently displayed map Segments
and their corresponding lowest Zoom level map Segment
indexes. If not, the method proceeds to block 1560 in which
the lowest level indeX and layer name is collected into a list
of desired pushpins sorted by lowest level index number and
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layer name. Next at block 1570, a request is sent to an
intermediate 240 server or another device 100 to provide the
pushpins in the list of desired pushpins by indeX/layer.
Moving to block 1580, the requested pushpins are down
loaded from the intermediate Server into custom content

layers in the cache of the device 100. In one embodiment,
the “empty” indexes for each layer on the intermediate

Server, (i.e., those indexes where no pushpins for that layer
exist) are noted with a single pushpin with a blank icon and
the appropriate indexes to act as a data Sentinel So that the
system 200 does not continuously attempt to download
pushpin data from the intermediate Server for layers and
Segment indexes which do not contain any pushpins.
0.114) Another embodiment includes a method of mul
tiple map Segment download and deletion to enable the user
to download multiple map Segments, inspect what map
Segments are in cache and to delete one or more of the map
Segments. The user can thus simply inspect what Segments
are Stored in cache and delete them if required, or if
necessary do a large area map pre-installation/download.
For example, a user of a device 100 may update the maps
installed while it is in a network-connected environment

Such as in its Synchronization cradle or otherwise connected
to a network so that the device 100 has maps available for
an intended trip in which the device 100 may not always be
connected to a network or otherwise have access to a map
segment server 230. FIG. 16 is a screen shot illustrating
exemplary views associated with one embodiment in which
cached segments 1610 are presented in a different color or
shading from non-cached segments 1620. FIG. 17a is a
flowchart illustrating one embodiment of method of indi
cating the cache Status of map Segment data. Beginning at
block 1710, the user selects the map of, for example, the

US/Canada (or another Smaller geographic area). Next at

block 1712, a grid is displayed on the map, corresponding to
the geographic boundary of each of the Segments at the

different Zoom levels, e.g. TMB (32 km), TMC (4 km), or
TMD (500 m) as disclosed in the above incorporated U.S.
Pat. No. 6,703,947. Moving to block 1714, all the map
Segments within the Screen display area are queried to
identify which map Segments are Stored in cache. Next at
block 1716, if TMB, TMC or TMD segments are identified
as being Stored in cache, then various different colors and
Shading are displayed in the respective grid regions to
represent the presence of the respective map Segments in the
map Screen display area at the different Zoom levels. Alter
natively, the user interface may provide the user with a
control to toggle between the different grid and Segment

sizes (i.e. the different map Zoom levels), to display which

map Segments are Stored in cache. Thus, the user may
identify the Segments in cache at any particular Zoom level,
by looking at the Shaded sizes and colors or just by toggling

between the various grid and segment types (i.e. map
Segment Zoom levels).
0115 FIG. 17B is a flowchart illustrating another
embodiment of a method of maintaining a cache of map data
segments similar to the embodiment depicted in FIG. 17A.
Beginning at block 1720, the map grid is displayed as
discussed in connection with FIG. 1710. Next at block 1722,

after viewing the map, if the user desires to download a large
map area from the Server, the user can Select the Segments
to download by tapping on or otherwise Selecting the
respective Segment grid. Next at blockS 1724, the mapping
application module 202 identifies the map Segments index
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numbers (from one or more of the different Zoom levels)

which are not already Stored in cache and requests Such
Segments from the Server. In one embodiment, the request to
the map Server may desirably be performed by a Single map
data request, rather than asking for the individual map
Segment data, one Segment at a time. Moving to block 1726,
the map Server Sends the requested map Segment data to the
mapping application module 202, either one Segment at a
time or as a collection of map Segment data. Next at block
1728, the map segment cache 212 is updated to include the
additional data.

0116 FIG. 17C is a flowchart illustrating a method of
providing a user interface for a user manually maintain a
cache of map data. Beginning at block 1730, a grid showing
map Segments is presented as discussed in connection with
FIG. 17A. Next at block 1732, the user taps on the screen
display interface module 206 to Select map Segments to be
deleted. Moving to block 1734, the mapping application
module 202 deletes the Selected map Segments from
memory or the store of the database module 212. Proceeding
to block 1736, the map segment database is updated to
reflect the current map cache.
0117. Another embodiment includes a method of storing
a particular presentation of a map in a list of favorites.
Simply Storing a particular map location does not allow a
user to conveniently view a map using previously identified
desirable Settings. A handheld device may be used while
walking or driving and may have more limited controls than
a desktop computer or Similar computing device. Thus, it has
been found that it is desirable to provide a user with a simple
interface for Storing Some particular presentations of a map
and geographic based content for later viewing. The ele
ments of the presentation that may be saved include the
current Screen Settings, i.e. map center location, Zoom level,
custom layers, etc. In one embodiment, the user interface
module 206 provides an interface for the user to save the
current Screen Settings, i.e. map center location, Zoom level,
custom layers, etc. by just Selecting “Add Favorite” and then
the current Settings are Saved to whatever name is preferred.
For example, a ‘Favorite might be named “San Diego
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Settings data and provides displayed data accordingly. This
Settings may include one or more of a map center location,
a map Screen Zoom level, a list of Visible custom content
layers, Specific pushpin, or other Suitable data.
0119 FIG. 18C is a flowchart depicting one embodiment
of a method 1820 of updating the map and presentation
asSociated with a previously created favorite. The method
1820 begins at a block 1822 in which a user selects the
desired Settings data. This data may include one or more of
a map center location, a map Screen Zoom level, a list of
Visible custom content layers, Specific pushpin, or other
suitable data. Moving to a block 1804, the user selects a

name (or enters a new name) of a favorite. The user interface

module 206 receives the Selected Settings and Stores and
updates these Settings in association with the favorite.
0120 FIG. 18D is a flowchart depicting one embodiment
of a method 1830 of deleting a favorite. The method 1830
begins at a block 1832 in which the user selects a desired
“favorite” in a user interface. In one embodiment, the user

interface module 206 provides a pull down list of favorites
from which the user may select. In other embodiments, the
user interface module 206 may provide any other suitable
user interface component for allowing the user to Select or
enter a favorite. Next at a block 1834 the user interface

module 206 deletes settings data associated with the selected
favorite.

In one embodiment, the user interface module 206 provides
a pull down list of favorites from which the user may select.
In other embodiments, the user interface module 206 may
provide any other Suitable user interface component for
allowing the user to Select or enter a favorite. Next at a block

0121 Another embodiment includes a method of display
ing a list of preferred locations, Such as cities and airports for
regions, States, or provinces. In one embodiment, the user
interface 206 provides a pull down list of cities and airports
that can be found quickly, e.g., a "QuickFind' list. In one
embodiment, rather than simply display the list of locations
in a particular region or State using a Sorting rule, Such as
alphabetically, the list of locations in a particular region,
State, or province may be ordered based on the preferred
locations, Such as the largest city and main airport that are
within that Selected region, State or province. Thus, the
preferred locations are provided to the user for easier and
quicker access to those preferred locations, which are most
likely to be selected by the user. In one embodiment, the
users quickly Select the most likely locations they want to
find by selecting the “QuickFind” feature and the desired
region, State or province and then the most likely Selected
(i.e. popular) locations are listed first in the pull-down list.
0.122 FIG. 19A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method for creating a list of preferred locations.
Beginning at block 1910, a list of cities, airports, or other
geographic points of interest is created in alphabetical (or
another Sort order) for each State, province, or geographic
region. Next at block 1920, a preferred location flag is set for
one of the items in the list of preferred locations. For
example, FIG. 19B is a screen shot illustrating exemplary
ViewS associated with a graphical user interface for Selecting
a particular region, e.g., the State of California, with LOS
Angeles selected as the preferred city. FIG. 19C is a screen
shot illustrating exemplary views associated with a user
interface for Selecting a preferred airport in that region, e.g.,
LAX (i.e. Los Angeles Airport). Moving to block 1930,
when a "QuickFind' menu for a State, province, or region is
presented, the Selected preferred locations are displayed at
the top of the list. In another embodiment, the selected
preferred locations are displayed as the default Selection of

1814 the user interface module 206 loads the selected

a menu or other Suitable user interface control.

Museums,”“Toronto Libraries,” etc. FIGS. 18A-D are flow

charts that illustrate embodiments of methods of manipu
lating favorites. FIG. 18A is a flowchart depicting one
embodiment of a method 1800 of creating a favorite via,
e.g., user interface module 206. The method 1800 begins at
a block 1802 in which a user selects the desired settings data.
This data may include one or more of a map center location,
a map Screen Zoom level, a list of Visible custom content
layers, Specific pushpin, or other Suitable data. Moving to a

block 1804, the user selects a name (or enters a new name)
of a favorite. The user interface module 206 receives the

Selected Settings and Stores these Settings in association with
the favorite.

0118 FIG. 18B is a flowchart depicting one embodiment
of a method 1810 of selecting and displaying a previously
created favorite. The method 1810 begins at a block 1812 in
which the user selects a desired “favorite” in a user interface.
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0123. Another embodiment includes a method to display
municipality names based on the number of cities and towns
and other municipalities within the Screen display area. In
metropolitan areas, the number of municipalities within the
Screen area is very high and the Screen tends to become
cluttered if too many location names are displayed. In rural
areas, the number of municipalities is typically lower. In an
embodiment in which only cities or towns of a predeter
mined size or population are displayed, Small towns may not
be displayed, except at the highest Zoom-in levels. It is more
desirable when displaying rural areas, to display even the
Smallest towns. For example, when driving acroSS a desert
with no large towns, the display of even the Smallest hamlet
is helpful for a user to determine position, estimate time of
arrival, confirm being on-route, etc.
0.124 FIG. 20A is flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method of encoding data to facilitate the display of
location names based on the number of locations within the

display area. Beginning at a block 2010, locations, e.g.,
municipalities Such as cities, towns or villages, are assigned
map Segment locations based on the coordinates of each
location. Next at block 2020, the locations are sorted into

different bins based on municipality population size for each
map Segment and at each Zoom level. Each location is then
assigned a numeric or alphanumeric code or classification
based on which population bin to which it is assigned.
0125 FIG. 20B is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of displaying location names on a map
based on the number of locations within the display area.
Beginning at block 2050, elements, e.g., Streets, highways,
highway shields, coastline, water features, etc. of the
Selected map Segments are displayed with the desired map
center and Zoom level. Next at block 2052, the mapping
application module 202 counts the number of locations
names in each bin for the currently displayed Screen area,
based on the numeric or alphanumeric code assigned to each
location. Next at block 2054, the mapping application mod
ule 202 iterates through the municipality size bins from the
largest to the Smallest population bins, to display the loca
tion names. At decision block 2056, the total number of

location names within the currently displayed location popu
lation bin for all the map Segments currently being dis
played, is compared to a predetermined number of allowable
location names to be displayed for that Zoom level. If the

threshold for the number of allowable location names to be

displayed is exceeded, the method proceeds to block 2058,
and no more locations are displayed on the map. If the
threshold is not exceeded, the method proceeds to block
2060 where the next Smaller location name bin is selected.
The method then returns to block 2054 and continues

processing the remaining location name bins and the loca
tion names for display as discussed above with reference to
block 2054.

0.126 FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment
of a method of providing a user interface for getting driving
directions from the current location. Beginning at block
2110, the user interface module 206 is configured to provide
a control for accessing directions from the current location
to or from a plurality of pre-determined locations. In one
embodiment, at least one of the predetermined locations is
a default home location, Such as determined from other data
associated with a user of the electronic device 100. In

another embodiment, a user interface is provided for Select
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ing a location from any pushpin data Stored on the device.
In one embodiment, one or more Selected locations are

Selected and Stored as a predefined “preferred” locations

(e.g., a “home” and a “work” location). In one embodiment,
the control is a menu or other user interface control asso

ciated with a pushpin or other location on a displayed map.
In another embodiment, the control is a menu or task bar
button. Next at block 2120, the user interface module 206

determines that the control has been activated. Moving to
block 2120, the mapping application module 202 receives
the direction request and determines the current location of
the electronic device 100. In one embodiment, the mapping
application module 202 communicates with a GPS device to
determine the current location. In another embodiment, the

mapping application module 202 determines the current
device location based on position information received from
the wireless mobile communications network 220. Next at

block 2140, the mapping application module 202 determines
driving directions to/from the current position and the
Selected position and presents those directions through the
user interface module 206.

0127. Another embodiment includes a method of identi
fying pushpin data from text presented in any application on
the device 100. In one embodiment, this functionality is
integrated with the System 200 and the geocoding engine
module 208 used to associate geographic coordinates or
pseudo-coordinates with any pushpins So identified. ASSO
ciating coordinate or pseudo-coordinate data with pushpins
identified from textual addresses or other information pro
duces pushpin data that can be displayed on a map without
further processing. This is desirable to allow efficient display
of pushpins without having to look up, for example, the
coordinates of a large database of pushpins at display time.
Moreover, Such pushpins can be displayed on the electronic
device 100 even when the device 100 does not include a full

map database for geocoding addresses or is out of commu
nication with the network 200.

0128 FIG.22 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment
of a method for creating a geocoded pushpin from text
identified as containing an address. Beginning at block 2210,
an address is identified Such as an address in a block of text.

In one embodiment, the API module 210 is configured to
interface with any other application or data Source 211 on the
electronic device 100 so as to provide an interface for
automatically identifying an address, or allowing a user to
manually identifying an address. In one embodiment, the
data source 211 includes the Smart tag feature of Microsoft
Corporation's Office products. In such an embodiment, the
API module 210 is configured to receive addresses identified
by the Smart tag software. Next at block 2220, the other
application communicates the identified address, e.g., via the
API module 210, to the mapping application module 202.
Moving to block 2230, the mapping application module 202
parses the identified address, or converts the address into an
appropriate pushpin format if the address has been parsed by
the data source 211. Next at block 2240, the mapping
application module 202 requests geocoding of the data by
the geocoding engine module 208 or by a geocoding engine
located on an intermediate Server 240. By including geo
graphic location data in the pushpin, the electronic device
100 can later use that data to display the pushpin correctly
on a map even when the electronic device 100 does not
include, or is not in contact with, a geocoding database.
Thus, pushpin data can be shared between devices and
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displayed on a map by any other electronic device 100
regardless of whether the other electronic devices also
include the geocoding engine module 208. In addition, the
pushpin data with geographic location attached can be more
efficiently processed later because addresses are not repeat
edly geocoded each time the pushpin data is used or queried.
0129. Moving to block 2250, the mapping application
module 202 creates a pushpin including the geographic
location data from the geocoding engine module 208. Next
at block 2260, the mapping application module 202 stores
the pushpin and its associated coordinate or pseudo-coordi
nate data. In one embodiment, the mapping application
module 202 stores the pushpin via the database module 212.
0130. Another embodiment includes a method of manu
ally Selecting a map area based in its display color, rather
than the position tapped on the display Screen. Electronic
devices 100 increasingly include displayS having higher
color or grayScale bit resolution. For example, a 16 bit
display can display over 64,000 shades of color. In other
embodiments, the display color resolution ranges from 8-32
bits. Thus, many, if not most, maps can be created Such that
each country, region, or other area on the map can be colored
or shaded in a different color. Thus, this embodiment is a

method of efficiently determining which State, country, or
other geographic region has been Selected by a user based on
the color of a Selected display location. Identifying a map
location based on the displayed color data may be particu
larly advantageous on devices that have limited processing
or memory to avoid maintaining additional data Structures
for identifying a Selected point with a map region or per
forming computationally intensive processing to identify a
Selected point with a map region.
0131 FIG. 23A is a flowchart illustrating one embodi
ment of a method of preparing Such a map. Beginning at
block 2310, a map of a selected area is created. Next at block
2310, each State, country, region or other area in the map is
asSociated with a different color. In one embodiment, these

colors are visually very close, e.g., one or two bits different
from at least one other color. FIG. 23B is a flowchart

illustrating one embodiment of a method of identifying a
Selected region using a displayed map Such as created using
the method of FIG. 23A. Beginning at block 2320, the user
interface module 206 receives a control input associated
with a particular location Such as a pixel on a displayed map,
e.g., from a mouse click or a Stylus tap on a touchscreen, etc.
The user interface module 206 determines the color of the

Selected location. Next at block 2322, the mapping applica
tion module 202 identifies one or more map items, Such as
State, province, county, or township name, associated with
the region that is assigned the color of the Selected location.
Moving at block 2324, the user interface module 206
provides options for using the identified map items, Such as
Selecting a municipality within the region Selected. For
example, in one embodiment, the preferred region interface
discussed with reference to FIGS. 19A-19C is invoked.

0132 FIG. 24 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
method 2400 of pre-caching data in a system such as the
system 200. The method 2400 begins at a block 2402 in
which the system 200 determines the location of the elec
tronic device 100 via a location determination component
such as the GPS 120. Next at a block 2404, the system 200
Stores the position in a log. In one embodiment, the log is
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limited to a predetermined number of positions or to posi
tions within a predetermined period of time. Next at a block
2406, the mapping application module 202 predicts the
heading of the electronic device. In another embodiment, the
prediction is based on the current heading determined by the
GPS 120. In another embodiment, the prediction is based on
a current location and the log of past locations. In one Such
embodiment, the mapping application module 202 averages
the current position with the average of two or more previ
ous positions
0.133 Next at a block 2410, the mapping application
module 202 identifies map Segments along the heading that
are not stored on the electronic device 100. In one embodi

ment, the mapping application module 202 determines a
vector based on the electronic devices heading and increases
the length of the vector incrementally until it projects from
the current location to a position for which the electronic
device 100 lacks map data. In one embodiment, the incre
ment of the vector length increase is based on the Zoom level
of the map. In one embodiment, the increment is about equal

to Size (e.g., width) of each map data segment at the current
Zoom level. Next at a block 2412, the mapping application
module 202 downloads the identified map segments. In one
embodiment, the number of identified map Segments that are
downloaded is reduced to a number that fits within the

Storage Space of the electronic device. In another embodi
ment, the identified map Segments are downloaded and may
replace existing map Segments in Storage according to, in
one embodiment, a cache replacement algorithm Such as
described with reference to FIG. 13.

0.134 Moving to a block 2414, the mapping application
module 202 may also download geographically referenced
contents Such as points of interest or pushpins associated
with the newly identified and downloaded map Segments. In
one embodiment, the points of interest are Selected based on
user preferences for data to be downloaded upon entering a
new area. The points of interest data may include data Such
as traffic data, traffic incident data, or weather conditions in

the newly identified map data segments. The method 2400
thus allows a device to preload map data that is likely to be
needed So as to avoid download delays when the data is
needed. In addition, this preloaded data may be downloaded
when the electronic device 100 is in communication with

map data management Server 230 So that it is available even
if the device 100 moves out of network communication. In

one embodiment, the downloaded data is deleted when, for

example, the predicted heading changes, or the device has
moved beyond the corresponding map location along the
rOute.

0.135 FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating another exem
plary method 2500 of pre-caching data in a system such as
the system 200. The method 2500 begins at a block 2502 in
which the mapping application module 202 determines, or
receives, a route to a particular location. In one embodiment,
the system 200 provides interactive guidance for following
the route. Next at a block 2504, the mapping application
module 202 identifies map Segments along the route that are
not stored on the electronic device. Moving to a block 2506,
the mapping application module downloads the identified
map Segments. In one embodiment, the downloading is
limited by available storage on the device 100. In another
embodiment, the downloaded data replaces existing data on
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the device according to a cache or Storage management
policy such as illustrated with reference to FIG. 14. In one
embodiment,

0.136) Depending on the embodiment, the acts or events
of the exemplary methods illustrated herein can be per
formed in different Sequences, can be merged, or can be left
out all together (e.g., not all acts or events are necessary for
the practice of the method), unless the text specifically and
clearly States otherwise. In addition, the methods described
herein can include additional acts or events unless the text

Specifically and clearly States otherwise. Moreover, unless
clearly Stated otherwise, acts or events may be performed
concurrently, e.g., through interrupt processing or multiple
processors, rather than Sequentially. In one embodiment, the
mapping application module 202 may also download points
of interest or pushpins associated with the newly identified
and downloaded map Segments.
0.137 While the above detailed description has shown,
described, and pointed out novel features of the invention as
applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that
various omissions, Substitutions, and changes in the form
and details of the device or process illustrated may be made
by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit
of the invention. AS will be recognized, the present invention
may be embodied within a form that does not provide all of
the features and benefits Set forth herein, as Some features

may be used or practiced Separately from others.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of Sharing geographically referenced content,
the method comprising:
receiving geographically referenced content from a first
mobile electronic device for a Second mobile electronic

device, wherein each of the first and second mobile

electronic devices comprises a wireleSS communica
tions transceiver,

Sending data identifying the received geographically ref
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a first communications link configured to communicate
geographically referenced content between a first and
Second wireleSS device; and

a Second communications link configured to communi
cate the geographically referenced content between the
Second wireleSS device and a third wireleSS device,

wherein the geographically referenced content comprises
geographic coordinate data of a location which is
adapted to be Selectively displayed as an icon on a map.
7. The network of claim 6, wherein the geographically
referenced content is associated with at least one of a

location, a perSon, a vehicle, an organization, or an object
and comprises at least one of a name, Street address, a postal
address, data indicative of an icon, a displayable layer, user
comments, an Internet address, an email address, an iden

tifier, geographic index, or a geographic coordinate range.

8. The network of claim 6, wherein at least one of the first
communications link and the Second communications link

comprises the Internet.
9. The network of claim 6, wherein at least one of the first
communications link and the Second communications link

comprises a wireleSS communications link.
10. The network of claim 6, wherein the location is
asSociated with at least one of an address, a vehicle, a

moving object, a mobile electronic device, or a perSon.
11. A method of Sharing geographically referenced con
tent, the method comprising:
receiving a request for geographically referenced content
from a first mobile electronic device on a Second

mobile device;

determining whether the first mobile device is authorized
to receive the geographically referenced content;
Sending the requested geographically referenced content
to the first mobile electronic device in response to the
request.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the geographically

erenced content to the Second mobile electronic device;

referenced content is associated with at least one of a

processing a request from the Second mobile electronic
device for the received geographically referenced con

location, a perSon, a vehicle, an organization, or an object
and comprises at least one of a name, Street address, a postal
address, data indicative of an icon, a displayable layer, user

tent; and

Sending the received geographically referenced content to
the Second mobile electronic device in response to the
request from the Second mobile electronic device.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the geographically
referenced content is associated with at least one of a

location, a perSon, a vehicle, an organization, or an object
and comprises at least one of a name, Street address, a postal
address, data indicative of an icon, a displayable layer, user
comments, an Internet address, an email address, an iden

tifier, geographic index, or a geographic coordinate range.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein sending data identi
fying the received geographically referenced content to the
Second electronic device comprises Sending an acceSS code.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the processing com
prises verifying the access code.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the geographic map
data comprises at least one of a name, an address, and a map
coordinate.

6. A network for transmitting data, the network compris
Ing:

comments, an Internet address, an email address, an iden

tifier, geographic index, or a geographic coordinate range.
13. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
receiving geographically referenced content information
comprising at least one of an address or a telephone
number;

translating the address information into the geographi
cally referenced content.
14. A System for Sharing geographically referenced con
tent, the method comprising:
means for communicating with a Second mobile elec
tronic device; and

means for processing comprising means for receiving a
request for geographically referenced content from the
Second mobile electronic device;

means for determining whether the first mobile elec
tronic device is authorized to receive the geographi
cally referenced content; and
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means for the received geographically referenced con
tent to the first mobile electronic device in response
to the request.
15. The System of claim 14, wherein the geographically
referenced content is associated with at least one of a

location, a perSon, a vehicle, an organization, or an object
and comprises at least one of a name, Street address, a postal
address, data indicative of an icon, a displayable layer, user
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comments, an Internet address, an email address, an iden

tifier, geographic index, or a geographic coordinate range.
16. The system of claim 14, wherein the means for
communicating is configured to communicate via the Inter
net.

17. The system of claim 14, wherein the means for
communicating comprises a wireleSS transceiver.
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